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Abstract

Rapid transit construction projects are major endeavours that require long-term planning by several players, including
politicians, urban planners, engineers, management consultants, and citizen groups. Traditionally, operations research
methods have not played a major role at the planning level butseveral tools developed in recent years can assist
the decision process and help produce tentative network designs that can be submitted to the planners for further
evaluation. This article reviews some indices for the quality of a rapid transit network, as well as mathematical
models and heuristics that can be used to design networks.
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1. Introduction

In the area of passenger transportation, there has been
a tendency in recent years to increase investments in
public transit projects and to reduce them in road con-
struction. This shift comes partly as a response to envi-
ronmental concerns and as a realization that dependence
on fossil fuels for transportation is not a sustainable op-
tion [1]. Many cities have constructed new metro sys-
tems or have expanded or upgraded old ones. Accord-
ing to Wikipedia [2] there are now approximately 140
metro systems in the world, as opposed to 90 fifteen
years ago [3]. There is no precise definition of a metro
system but these are always independent of other road
or pedestrian traffic. They are therefore designed with
physical separation [4]. Metros are often underground
but in many cities, like in London, the suburban part of
the network is overground and sometimes shares some
infrastructure with the main railway network. In addi-
tion, fully overground light-rail systems are quite com-
mon, and there exist other systems such as light metros,
pre-metros, commuter trains, light-profile rapid transit
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systems, monorails, etc. For convenience we will refer
to all these systems asrapid transit networks. Since bus
routes interact with street traffic and main railway lines
are not normally part of the urban or metropolitan set-
ting, we will exclude these from our discussion.

Rapid transit construction projects are major endeav-
ours that require long-term planning. These projects
are very costly, fraught with uncertainties, and subject
to schedule or budget overruns. The number of stake-
holders involved in such ventures is important as politi-
cians, urban planners, engineers, management consul-
tants, and citizen groups take part in the decision pro-
cess. These players often have conflicting objectives
and constraints, which are hard to formally define in
simple terms. This problem is exacerbated by the fact
that rapid transit projects have strong externalities rang-
ing from their impact on the urban fabric, to changes in
traffic patterns and reductions in air pollution. In such a
context, it is unrealistic to contemplate solving the prob-
lem through a direct application of standard mathemat-
ical models and optimization algorithms. In fact, Gen-
dreau et al. [3], who examined some 40 rapid transit
projects, came to the conclusion that planners used lit-
tle or no operations research. Vuchic [6] also notes that
most of the academically oriented literature on systems
analysis and operations research fails to reach actual ap-
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plications, partly because it is too theoretical or pursues
incorrectly formulated objectives. However, this author
sees a need and a clear potential for the use of operations
research methods in transit planning. We also share this
view in so far as large segments of the planning pro-
cess are rather well defined and lend themselves to the
use of analytical techniques. Given the multi-player and
multi-objective nature of the problem, we believe that
the role of systems optimization techniques is mostly to
construct and assess potential solutions to be later sub-
mitted to the decision makers.

In what follows, we will describe some operations re-
search methods, developed over the past years, which
we believe can assist the planning process. These meth-
ods can be used to assess network configurations, to
generate rough networks and to locate stations. For an
earlier review covering some of the pre-2000 research,
see [7].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to the assessment of rapid transit
networks. Mathematical models for the design of a net-
work are described in Section 3, and heuristics for the
location of simple alignments, multiple alignments and
stations are presented in Section 4. Conclusions follow
in Section 5.

2. Assessing rapid transit networks

The main objective of a rapid transit system is to im-
prove population’s mobility [8, 9]. A good network
should be designed so as to provide short travel times to
many people, while respecting some technical and bud-
getary constraints. This translates into providing rea-
sonably direct service for a large number of trips. The
major destinations covered by most networks are the
main work and shopping areas of a city, typically the
downtown core, transportation hubs such as bus termi-
nals, train stations and airports, tourist attractions, enter-
tainment sites, universities, hospitals, etc. The origins
tend to be highly populated areas. With this in mind,
planners will create alignments covering the main travel
corridors while providing a sufficient degree of connec-
tivity between the lines of the network.

A number of indices can be used to assess rapid tran-
sit configurations. The total line length and the num-
ber of stations are obvious ways of measuring the ge-
ographical extent of a network. Thus, if one excludes
the Los Teques metro in Venezuela which has currently
two stations but is still under construction, the smallest
metros have only six stations. These are located in Cata-
nia, Kazan, Lima, Maracaibo and Diepropetrovs’k [5].
At the other extreme, the largest metro systems have

hundreds of stations (Table 1). Population coverage is
also an important measure. According to Vuchic [6], it
can be considered that most potential users living within
five minutes walk (400 m) of a station will use the sys-
tem, and the ridership falls practically to zero when the
user-station walking distance increases to 10 minutes.
In Paris, which has one of the densest networks in the
world, most people can access a station within 10 min-
utes. This is not the case in London which is more
spread out than Paris and contains large areas that are
poorly served by the Underground. Note that the catch-
ment area of a station is not always exclusively defined
by pedestrian traffic. For example, stations with park-
and-ride facilities also capture passengers arriving by
car or by bus [10].

Table 1: The five metro systems with the largest number of stations
(Wikipedia [2])

City Name Date Number of Length
opened stations (km)

New York City New York City Subway 1870 468 369
PATH 1908 13 22

Paris Métro de Paris 1900 368 214
London London Underground 1863 270 408

Docklands Light Railways 1987 40 34
Madrid Metro de Madrid 1919 294 284
Seoul Seoul Subway 1974 293 317

Some measures relate to the topology of a network
G = (N,E), whereN is the node set andE is the edge
set. The first quality indices, put forward by Musso and
Vuchic [11], include the number of stations, the total
length of the network, the number of lines and the num-
ber of multiple stations. Five more elaborate measures
defined by the same authors are:
C: the number of minimal cycles (not embedding any
other cycles):

C = |E| − |N| + 1 ;

α: a cycle availability index, defined as the ratio be-
tweenC and the largest value it could take for a network
with |N| nodes and|E| edges:

α = (|E| − |N| + 1)/(2|N| − 5) ;

β: a measure of the network complexity:

β = |E|/|N| ;

γ: a connectivity indicator equal to the ratio of|E| to the
maximal number of edges that could exist in a planar
network with|N| nodes:

γ = |E|/3(|N| − 2) ;
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δ: a measure of directness of service equal to the num-
ber of origin/destination (O/D) paths that can be trav-
eled without transfers.

In addition to these measures, Laporte et al. [12] have
also defined the passenger/network effectiveness index
of a network and the passenger/plane effectiveness in-
dex. To define the passenger effectiveness indexλ, first
compute the total length of the network (in terms of
travel times):

T =
∑

(i, j)∈E

ti j ,

whereti j is the travel time on edge (i, j). Then define
the total passenger cost as the sum, over allO/D pairs
(i, j), of passenger travel timesθi j using shortest paths
P. The value ofθi j includes the travel time on the edges
of P and the transfer time. The travel timeθi j (P) on path
P is equal to

θi j (P) =
∑

(i, j)∈P

ti j + r(P)t f + (s(P) − r(P) − 1)ts,

where r(P) and s(P) are, respectively, the number of
transfers and edges onP, and t f and ts are the corre-
sponding transfer and stopping times. The value ofθi j
is computed as

θi j = min
P
θi j (P) ,

and
λ =
∑

i, j∈N
i< j

θi j/T.

The passenger/plane effectiveness indexµp compares
passenger travel time on the network to what it would
be if travel was made on the street network, assuming
that anℓp norm is used (p ∈ [1, 2]). To computeµp, first
define the matrixΘ = (θi j ) and the matrixMp = (mp

i j ),
wheremp

i j is the travel time on the street network ac-
cording to metricℓp. Then

µp = ‖Θ − Mp‖/|N|,

where‖.‖ is the Frobenius norm,i.e., given a matrixA =

(ai j ), ‖A‖ =
(

∑

i
∑

j a2
i j

)1/2
. Note that lower values ofλ

andµp are preferred.
To illustrate the use of these norms, consider the three

simple networks depicted in Figure 1 and the corre-
sponding statistics reported in Table 2 withti j = 1 for all
(i, j) ∈ E, t f = 0.3 andts = 0.1. The results presented
in Table 2 indicate that the two effectiveness measures
tend to be inversely related to the number of cycles in
the network, complexity, connectivity and directness.

a) Star b) Triangle c) Cartwheel

Figure 1: Three simple networks

The worst network topology is the star, whereas the
triangle and the cartwheel are rather effective config-
urations. These measurements are purely topological
and make no assumption about passenger volumes and
modal competition. A follow up study by the same au-
thors [13] has shown that the conclusions one can derive
from Table 2 still hold when traffic volumes and modal
competition are considered. It should also be noted
that the quality of a network should not be assessed on
purely topological measurements, but also on service
frequency and timetabling synchronization between the
lines at transfer nodes. Derrible and Kennedy [15] con-
sider such nodes as a relevant characteristic of complex
networks.

Table 2: Indices for three simple networks

Star Triangle Cartwheel

|N|: number of stations 13 9 13
Total length 12 9 14.2832
Number of lines 4 3 3
Number of multiple stations 1 3 5
C: number of cycles 0 1 4
α: cycle availability 0 0.0769 0.1902
β: complexity 0.9230 1 1.2307
γ: connectivity 0.3635 0.4285 0.4848
δ: directness 0.3333 0.5 0.5897
λ: passenger/network 34.1667 18.4667 25.9055
effectiveness
µ1.5: passenger/plane 0.8770 0.5948 0.5341
effectiveness

The three simple configurations depicted in Figure 1
and several others are encountered in many cities. An
interesting reading on this topic is the book by Oven-
den [14] which contains maps of the world’s major
metro systems. To illustrate, the Minsk metro is now
a simple star consisting of two lines (Figure 2a) but the
plan is to add a third line to form a triangle (Figure 2b).
The Prague Metro (Figure 3) is a perfect example of a
triangle configuration. The London Underground (Fig-
ure 4) is a highly complex system with several intersect-
ing branches, particularly within the Circle Line, and
creating triangles. This network combines the advan-
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a) Current network: a

         two-line star

b) Proposed network: a

      three-line triangle

Figure 2: The Minsk Metro (Wikipedia [16])

tages of the triangle and cartwheel configurations. Sim-
ilar topologies are to be found in Moscow, Shanghai and
Paris, for example.

Figure 3: The Prague Metro (Mappery [17])

The above indices are computed under the assump-
tion that the lines forming the transit network operate in-
dependently and have no common segments. It is, how-
ever, possible to improve the directness and efficiency of
a system by allowing line sharing. For example, the star
network of Figure 5 a can be operated as two indepen-
dent (diagonal) lines (a) or as six lines (b), among other
possibilities. Of course, the latter mode of operation is
more difficult to manage since it involves multiple rout-
ing and scheduling decisions. Parts of the London Un-
derground (e.g., the Northern Line, Figure 6) operate in
this fashion. For a good exposition of line planning, the
reader is referred to Chapter 4 of [6]. A very good ref-
erence on scheduling is the paper by Liebchen [19].

Another line of research in the area of transit network
evaluation relates to the concept of robustness. Robust-
ness in network design can be defined in several ways.
Most references are devoted to the construction of low
cost communication networks that can survive in the
presence of edge failures [21]. In recent years, several
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Figure 4: The London Underground and Docklands Light Railway
(Transport of London [18])

a) Two lines b) Six lines

Figure 5: Star configuration operated as two or six lines

authors have assessed the topological configurations of
transportation infrastructure by means of graph-related
indices, like connectivity [11, 12], efficiency [13], per-
formance [22], vulnerability [23] and survivability [24].
In this paper, a network is said to be robust when it
reacts well to disruptions of links or stations. Intu-
itively, a network, such as a cartwheel, which offers al-
ternative itineraries, should be more robust than a star
which provides no protection in case of failure. Al-
bert and Barabási [25] and Klau and Weiskircher [26]
have developed robustness indices for topological net-
works, i.e., networks in which all edges have the same
length. Nagurney and Qiang [27, 28] have measured
the robustness of transportation networks with respect
to congestion and user behaviour. Recently, De-Los-
Santos et al. [29] have proposed robustness indices for
rapid transit systems for two scenarios. Under the first
scenario, passengers affected by an interruption have to
wait for the failure to be repaired in order to pursue their
journey. Under the second scenario, a bus service is
provided to carry the affected passenger to the end of
the failing link. The authors show how a new link con-
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Figure 6: The Northern Line, London Underground (TrainWeb [20])

necting the stations Atocha and Nuevos Ministerios in
Madrid has helped improve the robustness of the net-
work under both scenarios.

Figure 7: The Boston Subway (W3 [30])

In recent years, some researchers [31, 32] have ap-
plied the concept of small-world networks to the assess-
ment of metro systems. Small-world networks arise in
the study of some social, biological and communication
networks. They are characterized by low average inter-
node distances and high average local connectivity. In
general networks, these properties have been substituted
by global and local efficiency, respectively. This means
that in a small-world transportation network it is easy to
travel both at the global and local levels. Using theses
concepts, the Boston Subway (Figure 7) was shown to

have a relatively good global efficiency but a low local
efficiency, thus not representing an example of a small-
world network. Since network robustness can be inter-
preted as a loss of efficiency, this low local efficiency
means that the Boston Subway is not tolerant against
disruptions. However, an opposite conclusion can be
reached by incorporating the complementary bus net-
work in the analysis [31], or by providing temporary
bus-bridging operations.

3. Mathematical models for the design of rapid tran-
sit networks

The design of a rapid transit network is a highly com-
plex process. Operations research techniques borrowed
from the fields of network design and metaheuristics can
support the planning process by providing candidate so-
lutions meeting some coverage and cost criteria.

3.1. Network location models
Formally, the metro network design problem is that of

embedding a set of interconnected transit lines within
a larger undirected networkG = (N,E), whereN =
{1, ..., n} is a node set andE = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ N, i < j}
is an edge set. The nodes correspond to population cen-
troids in a city, while the edges correspond to poten-
tial connections to be built between vertex pairs. Let
pi be the population associated with nodei. The vertex
population is normally defined as the population living
within a reasonable walking distance of the vertex,e.g.,
500 m. Letci j be the cost of constructing a link be-
tween i and j and letci be the cost of constructing a
station at nodei. Three main criteria are used in math-
ematical models for metro network design: 1) the total
construction cost; 2) the total population covered by the
network; 3) the totalO/D traffic captured by the net-
work. The problem can naturally be cast within the
framework of multi-criteria optimization. Alternatively,
one can minimize cost subject to a population or traffic
coverage constraint or maximize coverage subject to a
budget constraint.

With few exceptions, such as [41] and [47], most
available mathematical programming models can be
used to locate a network but do not decompose it into
distinct transit lines. Given a transit network, a set cov-
ering problem can later be solved to locate the lines
but there will likely be several overlaps between them.
Many networks have no overlapping lines (e.g. Minsk
and Prague) while others, like the London Underground,
contain several.

Network location models with a minimum cost or
maximal coverage objective belong to the class of
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Steiner tree problems with profits (STPP)[33]. Some
classical examples are the following:

1. In thePrize-collecting STPP, the objective is a lin-
ear combination of the construction cost and of the
population covered by the network. Letxi j be a
binary variable equal to 1 if and only if edge (i, j)
belongs to the network, letyi be a binary variable
equal to 1 if and only if vertexi belongs to the net-
work, and letα be a user-controlled positive pa-
rameter. LetT ⊆ N be a set of nodes that must nec-
essarily belong to the network (T may be empty).
The model is then
(PCSTPP) minimize

∑

(i, j)∈E

ci j xi j +
∑

i∈N

ciyi −α
∑

i∈N

piyi (1)

subject to
∑

(i, j)∈E

xi j =
∑

i∈N

yi − 1 (2)

∑

i, j∈S

xi j ≤
∑

i∈S\{k}

yi k ∈ S ⊆ N, |S| ≥ 2 (3)

yi = 1 i ∈ T (4)

xi j = 0 or 1 (i, j) ∈ E (5)

yi = 0 or 1 i ∈ N. (6)

The objective function minimizes the network con-
struction cost, minus a multiple of the population
covered by the network. Constraints (2) and (3)
force the network to be a tree. This model with
T = ∅was used by Lucena and Resende [35]. Mar-
got et al. [36] have proved that thexi j variables
need not be declared as integer.

2. In theQuota STPP[33], the objective is to min-
imize cost while ensuring a minimal population
coverageβ:

(QSTPP) minimize
∑

(i, j)∈E

ci j xi j +
∑

i∈N

ciyi (7)

subject to

(2)− (6)

and
∑

i∈N

piyi ≥ β. (8)

3. In theFractional STPP[34], the objective is max-
imize to a population-to-cost-ratio. The model is:

(FSTPP) maximizeα
∑

i∈N

piyi/

















∑

(i, j)∈E

ci j xi j +
∑

i∈N

ciyi

















(9)

subject to

(2)− (6).

Similar models have been studied in relation with the
Traveling Salesman Problem with Profits(TSPP) by a
number of authors (see [37] for a survey). In this case,
a specific vertex, called the depot, is always part of the
solution (i.e., |T | = 1) and the solution is always a cycle
spanning some of the nodes ofG.

Another class of models can be derived by explicitly
considering the population not covered by the network.
Such models make use of variableszi j equal to 1 if and
only if nodei not on the network is assigned to nodej
on the network,i.e., j is the node on the network closest
to i. Let di j be the cost of reachingj from i (e.g., di j

is the walking distance). Then any of the above mod-
els can be modified by adding a termγ

∑

(i, j)∈E di j zi j

to the objective function, whereγ is a positive user-
controlled parameter, or by imposing an upper bound
on
∑

(i, j)∈E di j zi j . In such models, technical constraints
must be imposed to ensure that a node cannot be at the
same time on the network and outside it. Examples are
provided in [38, 39, 40].

3.2. Line location models
We now introduce a new model to locate a setL of

lines covering a part ofG. As in thePrize-collecting
STPP, the function to be minimized is a linear com-
bination of the construction cost and of the population
covered by the transit network. This is again achieved
by subtracting from the construction cost the popula-
tion covered by the network multiplied by a parameter
α. The model combines the PCSTPP formulation de-
scribed in Section 3.1 and a simplified version of the
model presented in [41]. We first define the following
binary variables:xl

i j = 1 if and only if edge (i, j) be-
longs to linel ∈ L, xi j = 1 if and only if edge (i, j) ∈ E
belongs to a line, andyl

i = 1 if and only if a station is
built at nodei on linel. Letzl

k be the number of edges in-
cident to a nodek ∈ N belonging to linel ∈ L, excluding
the edges of linel. The construction costsci j have the
same meaning as above, andcl

i is the cost of construct-
ing a station at nodei on linel. The prize collecting line
location model is then

(PCLL) minimize
∑

(i, j)∈E

ci j xi j +
∑

l∈L

∑

i∈N

cl
iy

l
i − α

∑

i∈N

piyi (10)

subject to

xl
i j ≤ yl

i (i, j) ∈ E, l ∈ L (11)

xl
i j ≤ yl

j (i, j) ∈ E, l ∈ L (12)

xl
i j ≤ xi j (i, j) ∈ E, l ∈ L (13)

∑

i<k

xl
ik +
∑

j>k

xl
k j ≤ 2 k ∈ N, l ∈ L (14)

∑

i, j∈S

xl
i j ≤ |S| − 1 S ⊂ N, |S| ≥ 2, l ∈ L

(15)
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∑

i, j∈N
i< j

xl
i j ≥
∑

i∈N

yl
i − 1 l ∈ L (16)

zl
k ≥

∑

h∈L\{l}



















∑

i<k

xh
ik +
∑

j>k

xh
k j



















− M
(

1− yl
k

)

k ∈ N, l ∈ L (17)

zl
k ≤

∑

h∈L\{l}



















∑

i<k

xh
ik +
∑

j>k

xh
k j



















+ M
(

1− yl
k

)

k ∈ N, l ∈ L (18)

zl
k ≤ Myl

k k ∈ N, l ∈ L (19)
∑

k∈N

zl
k ≥ 1 l ∈ L (20)

xl
i j , xi j , y

l
i = 0 or 1 (i, j) ∈ E, i ∈ N, l ∈ L

(21)

zl
k ≥ 0. k ∈ N, l ∈ L (22)

In the objective function,α controls the fraction of the
population covered by the network. Ifα = 0, then no
network is constructed. Ifα is very large, then it is op-
timal to cover the entire population. The cost of con-
structing a station at nodei is counted for each line be-
cause the cost of transfer stations depends on the num-
ber of lines that connect through them. Constraints (11)
and (12) state that edge (i, j) cannot be part of the net-
work if no station is built ati and j. Constraints (13)
imply that line l can use edge (i, j) only if xi j = 1 and
hence the corresponding construction cost is incurred.
Constraints (14) force the degree of each node to be 0,
1 or 2. Constraints (14) and (15) taken together mean
that all lines will be a collection of paths. Escudero and
Muñoz [42] relax these constraints and thus allow the
creation of circular lines but they do not control their
location nor their number of stations. Constraints (14–
16) ensure that each line is made up of a single path.
Constraints (17–20) prevent the formation of lines dis-
connected from the others. In constraints (17) and (18),
M is a very large number. Constraints (17–19) define
zl
k. Constraints (20) force each line to intersect with at

least another one. Finally, constraints (21) and (22) im-
pose conditions on the variables. Marı́n [43] and Marı́n
and Garcı́a-Ródenas [44] present similar models with-
out constraints (16–19),i.e., the network may have dis-
joint lines. Our model prevents the construction of cir-
cular lines. It does, however, allow several lines to share
the same edge. Also, it does not force all lines to be
built. If a line l is empty, then the associated constraints
are redundant.

As in Section 3.1, modifications to this basic model
can easily be envisaged to deal with different objectives.
Note that the model does not optimize the directness of
traffic betweenO/D pairs, but only ensures that the net-
work is connected. Setting up a concise model that opti-
mizes directness of traffic appears to be rather challeng-
ing. Schöbel and Sholl [45] and Borndörfer et al. [46]

present several models for the problem of selecting a
set of lines from a pool to connect severalO/D pairs
under a budget constraint. The objective is to minimize
the overall travel time made up of the ride time and the
transfer time. The size of the model grows very quickly
with the number ofO/D pairs. The model described
in [44] includes so-called service constraints forcing the
network to serve the demand defined byO/D pairs.

Recently, Laporte et al. [47] have proposed a model
for the design of a robust rapid transit network,i.e., a
network in which the effect of disruption on total trip
coverage is minimized. The model yields a network that
provides several alternative routes for someO/D pairs
in case of an interruption, thereby increasing the net-
work robustness. Laporte et al. [41] have also proposed
a game theoretic framework for the problem of design-
ing an uncapacited railway transit network in the pres-
ence of link failures and a competing mode. The prob-
lem was posed as a non-cooperative two-player zero-
sum game with perfect information. The saddle points
of the associated mixed enlarged game yield robust net-
work designs.

4. Heuristics for the design of rapid transit networks

Mathematical programming models such as PCLL
and the two formulations provided in [41, 47] are gen-
erally intractable for all but small size instances. Fur-
ther, they can only capture some aspects of the problem
because not every problem specification lends itself to
a characterization through linear constraints. There is
therefore a need to develop heuristics.

4.1. Locating a single alignment

A heuristic was proposed in [48] for the problem of
constructing an alignment (i.e. a single line) of maximal
population coverage, subject to a fixed number of sta-
tions and constraints on the minimal and maximal inter-
station spacing (typically between 500 and 2000 m).

1

2 3

4

5’ 6’

5 6

5’’

6’’

Figure 8: Locating a single alignment
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Starting with a single edge, the heuristic iteratively
extends an alignment in a greedy fashion (i.e. by max-
imizing the population coverage), while respecting the
inter-station spacing constraints. In a second phase, the
neighbourhood of the current solution is explored by
tabu search. The neighbour of a solution is obtained by
cutting an edge of the alignment and reconstructing sev-
eral partial alignments from the break point. In Figure 8,
edge (4, 5) is cut and the network is reconstructed in two
different ways: (4, 5’, 6’) and (4, 5”, 6”). This heuristic
was successfully applied to the city of Milan. Whereas
the optimal solution is not known for this instance, it can
be seen, by visual inspection, that the alignment covers
the main population centres of the city (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Single alignment covering the main population centres of
Milan

4.2. Locating several alignments

This heuristic was later extended in [49] to the multi-
alignment case. To initialize the algorithm, the user
specifies the shape of the network to be built (e.g., a
cartwheel), a corridor within which each line is to be lo-
cated, the number of stations of each line and the inter-
station spacing constraints. Figure 10 depicts three-line
solution for the city of Milan in which each line is em-
bedded within a predefined corridor.

The idea of specifying a priori corridors for the lines
is interesting from a practical point of view because the
planners’ knowledge about a city’s main traffic corri-
dors can easily be incorporated within the formal solu-
tion process. In a mathematical model such as PCLL, it
is straightforward to limit each line to a subset of nodes.

Figure 10: Cartwheel configuration for the city of Milan

In addition, the formulation can then easily be modi-
fied to allow the creation of some circular lines within
predefined rings. This type of solution process there-
fore combines the benefits of human intervention and of
mathematical programming.

A heuristic for the construction of a single align-
ment maximizing trip coverage (O/D pairs as opposed
to population coverage) was developed in [50]. This
heuristic uses theO/D matrix as an input, as well as the
number of stations to be constructed and the interstation
spacing constraints. Several constructive heuristics and
an improvement procedure were developed and com-
pared. The best results were obtained by the application
of a simple greedy extension heuristic. This conclusion
was confirmed on scenarios derived from data obtained
in the city of Seville where the inter-station distance ex-
ceeds 1250 m. When smaller upper bounds are used
(700 m and 1000 m), an insertion method followed by a
post-optimization phase yields the best results.

The three heuristics developed in [48, 49, 50] are easy
to implement and yield good solutions within very short
computing times. Their usefulness lies in their ability
to quickly generate promising scenarios that can be sub-
mitted to the decision makers for further analysis. These
heuristics are highly flexible in the sense that they can
easily accommodate a host of objectives and side con-
straints, and their computational behavior is not very
much affected by non-linearities.

On an existing public transportation network, the
integration of several planning steps, such as the de-
termination of lines and their associated frequencies
is addressed in Michaelis and Schöbel [51]. Finally
Marı́n and Jaramillo have applied Benders decomposi-
tion algorithms to the rapid transit network design prob-
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lem [52]. In another paper [53] they have formulated
a multi-objective multi-period rapid transit network de-
sign in which existing lines can be extended and new
lines can be added at each period. Because the problem
is of large scale, it is solved as a sequence of single pe-
riod problems taking as input the network defined at the
previous period.

4.3. Locating stations on an alignment

The models introduced in Section 3 and the heuristics
outlined in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 can be used to simul-
taneously locate alignments and stations. In the math-
ematical models it is assumed that short edges whose
length is less than the acceptable inter-station spacing
can be eliminated. In a post-processing step, additional
stations can sometimes be located on long edges. The
problem of locating stations along a line is typically for-
mulated through the use of coverage models [54, 55] or
as a bicriteria problem in which the two objectives are
coverage and cost [56].

In a classical article on this topic, Vuchic and
Newell [57] have considered a star system in which
flows converge to the central point. Taking into account
passenger distribution, access speed, dynamic charac-
teristics of the trains, waiting time and intermodal trans-
fer time, the authors used simultaneous difference equa-
tions to show that station spacing increases in the di-
rection of passenger cumulation. Vuchic [6] compares
the effect of locating stations at which all trains must
stop to scenarios in which stations are served by alter-
nate trains. Triangulation methods can also be applied.

alignment

B3

B2

B1

i

r1

Ch

r2 r3

Figure 11: Catchment area of stationi intersecting with census tract
Ch

Thus [58] combines the geometrical catchment area of
a potential station (computed with respect to the exist-
ing street metric) with census data in order to compute
an estimate of the number of passengers who will use a
station. It is assumed that the catchment area of a poten-
tial station is made up ofK concentric ringsB1, . . . , BK

with attraction decreasing with distance to the centre

(see Figure 11). Population counts are given byH cen-
sus tractsC1, . . . ,CH . Then the coverage provided by
stationi is

R(i) =
H
∑

h=1

K
∑

k=1

aρh

r2
k

Area((Bk\Bk−1)∩Ch) i = 1, . . . , n,

(23)
wheren is the number of stations to be located,B0 = ∅,
rk is the radius of ringBk centered ati, rk is an interme-
diate value betweenrk−1 andrk (e.g., rk = (rk−1+ rk)/2),
ρh is the population density ofCh anda is a parameter
to be determined.

Laporte et al. [58] have combined (23) with an esti-
mation ofO/D patterns with population counts to yield
a coverage measure. More precisely, each station pair
(i, j) has an associatedK × K matrix calledODi j (k, k′).
Each elementODi j (k, k′) is the weighted sum of por-
tions of tlm values (predicted number of trips of zoneZl

attracted to zoneZm), wherel,m = 1, . . . , L, andL is
the number of zones over which theO/D pairs are com-
puted:

ODi j (k, k′) =
L
∑

l,m=1
l,m

a2tlm

r2
kr̄2

k′

Area((Bik\Bi,k−1) ∩ Zl)
AreaZl

Area((B jk′\B j,k′−1) ∩ Zm)

AreaZm
.

(24)

The trip coveragefi j provided by a pair (i, j) of stations
is then

fi j =
∑

k,k′
ODi j (k, k′).

These measurements were embedded within the heuris-
tics put forward in [50] for the location of an alignment
maximizing trip coverage.

5. Conclusions

In recent years, several cities throughout the world
have constructed new rapid transit systems or built
extensions of existing ones. Several new projects have
also been planned. For a number of reasons, operations
research techniques have not played a major role
in such endeavors, although several tools developed
over the past 15 years or so can assist the planning
process by providing indices to measure the quality of a
network, or mathematical models capable of suggesting
new designs. Such models typically contain a very
large number of integer variables and constraints. A
number of heuristics based on classical construction and
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improvement procedures or on advanced local search
paradigms can be used instead of exact algorithms to
yield high quality solutions. As a rule, they are rather
flexible and can incorporate non-linear constraints that
cannot be handled by exact algorithms.
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